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Editorial
The Texas Caver is alive and well despi·,e th1
fact that it continues to be consistently late. M~~ybe,
just maybe someday when you least expect it, an ssue
will arrive early in your mailbox. Don't hold your\
breath though. You may have noticed that this ssue
of The Texas Caver has been printed by Kcstre\1
Printing. This is because Terry Raines, our long timi
friend, has decided to not print The Texas Cave. any
more. I would like to personally thank Terry f( the
quality work he has done on The Texas Caver. B :ha1
set a high standard for those who will follow. The
Texas Caver is in good hands though. Kestrel Pri 1tin1
is owned and operated by cavers, Ron Fiesele and
Debra Tolar.

The Texas Caver

The Texas Caver openly invites all cavers to sLbmit
articles, trip reports, photographs (35 mm slice or
any size black & white or color print on gi.Ossy
paper), cave maps, news events, cartoons, and/or
any other caving related material for publication.

© Copyright 1987 Texas Speleological Association
Front Coyer.--Erika Heinen stands amid some nice
formations in Fawcett's Cave, Val Verde County,
Texas. (Wm. Elliott)
Back Coyer.--Alvaro Arreola sits by the entrance to
Fawcett's Cave. (Dale Pate)
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A EULOGY

Jon Russell Everage

by Bob Oakley

~avers,

IIf you have not heard, we lost one of our number early
I

in August. A good one. Jon Everage took his own life.
he burden had become too heavy.

I first met Jon in the early sixties. Life was less
~omplicated then. We were in our early 20's and full
bflife and devilment. I was a new caver attending Sui
~oss and Jon was printing, drinking, and caving out of
Houston. One week-end, a group from Alpine decided
I
to go to an area new to most of us - Carta Valley. I
found a harsh country, beautiful caves, and was
brushed by a loud, half-loaded, unfriendly caver
named Everage.
The next encounter was in
Sanderson, late on a Sunday afternoon. Jon's van was
I
suffering with a sick alternater. You could hear him
cussing it for two city blocks. My offer of help
received the same treatment. To hell with that guy!
Who needs the likes of him? Time mellowed my
relationship with both the Carta Valley group and
Everage. I was eventually accepted as a subservient
member of the group and as an amigo by Jon Everage.
Jon married for the second time and shortly moved to
,the hill-country north of San Antonio, along with his
boss and good friend, Jimmy Jones . They sought some
room to breathe, better working conditions, and Jon
was closer to a lot more of his caver friends, though sad
to leave many in Houston.
Jon found himself a new niche within the caving
community. For a few years, he was the loudest,
drunkest, and best caver cook to be found. He ate more
smoke, cooked more briskets and hamburgers, and
cussed more strangers that any cook before or since. I
will never forget the NSS Convention in New
Braunfels in 1978, when we finally got all the meat
transported to the hall, and then spent 30 minutes or so

BORN
March 3, 1944
Houston, Texas

DIED
August 10, 1987
New Braunfels, Texas

slicing it in front of hundreds of starving cavers. Jon
boomed out at the top of his voice "Come and get it,
you Mutha-F_ers!" I thought Mike Walsh was
going to wet his pants. Jon did not help serve that meal.
He got a cold six-pack and berated each person that
came through the line, especially the strangers.

I last saw Jon about 3 days prior to his demise. He had
allowed that his situation was less than ideal. A recent
promotion at work had temporarly boosted his morale,
but his other problems obviously prevailed
A poet-songwriter once wrote, "They tore down
paradise and replaced it with a parking lot." Jon
Everage was tom down and there exists in his steadjust a void. Nothing can replace the friendship that Jon
offered those around him. Beneath a gruff exterior
there lurked a friend who asked very little, but who
returned a whole lot.
Since Jon's death, I have gone down to our favorite
swimming hole here on the Nueces River. It just ain ' t
the same. I come home with a big lump in my throat.
This afternoon, I saw that same lump in the throats of
lots of mutual friends who attended Jon's memorial
service. I am sure to see lots of the same friends in midSeptember at the Texas Old-Timers. They will be easy
to recognize. As darkness comes and the stories and
the beer begins to flow, we will be the folks with lumps
in our throats.
Adios Amigo
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WALKUP CAVE REVISITED
by Kerry Brown

As I stand on this elevation beside the arroyo
that feeds water to Walkup Cave, I can see the cave
entrance through the red-berried juniper below. The
temperature is 97°.
At the entrance, three cavers lie on the silt,
their heads pillowed by their hardhats. A swallow is
busy providing for two chicks in a mud nest on the
vertical rock above then. On a ledge about 15 feet
west, a small diamondback rattlesnake is stretched out
in the shade. Just inside the entrance, a packrat has
built its nest of prickly pear and juniper branches. It is
an unusual variety of species, temporarily at peace
with each other, enjoying the cooler breeze from the
cave- nature's air conditioning.
I walk southwest across a clearing in the
juniper- mesquite -lotebush vegetation. The clearing
is floored with prickly pear cactus and devil's
pincushions. These river breaks make a wild land of
deeps teep-sided canyons. Ifl stay on the ridge, I don't
have to climb up and down the canyons.
Among the juniper I see skunkbush, catclaw,
featherleafDalea, and broomweed growing in the dry
crustly ground. Soon I can look down into the sany
bed of meandering Pease River with its trickle of
undrinkable salty-gypsum water and border of gently
waving salt cedar brush.
In some areas there is sandstone and shale, but
my interest is in the Blaine Gypsum. That's where the
cave is. Actually the Blaine formation is a series of
anhydrite beds averaging 1.5 feet thick, but, except for
some thin beds of dolomite, they are so integrated with
each other that the difference can only be determined
by microscopic examination of a cut surface to see the
different degrees of nodule deformation (Smith,
1974 ). For practical purposes we can consider the
Blaine Gypsum to vary from about 50 feet (Smith,
1974) to 82 feet (Bretz, 1952) in thickness. It was
deposited about mid-Permian, broadly between 250
and 225 million years age! Let's just time-machine
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ourselves back a quarter of a million millennia and
take a look at this countryside as it was then.

PERMIAN
There is a hot wind from the south under a
cloudless sky. That much is familiar to us, but now we
are looking at a shallow continental sea (Kummel,
1970) (Miller, 198 3 ). We are near the land's end of the
onlycontinentintheworld,asupercontinentknownas
Pangaea. It is not the first pangaea the world has ever
seen, nor will it be the last- as the scattered continents
of the Holocene are expected to recombine in yet
another 250 million years (Miller, 1983).
Pangaea is roughly shaped like a "C", the open
portion to the east being around the gigantic Tethys
Sea. Pangaea covers 2/5 of the earth's surface. The
rest of the world is covered, except for volcanic isl ands
along seafloor rift zones, by a superocean known as
Panthalassa.
Recently (geologically speaking), the land
that will become Siberia has smashed into the
supercontinent, mashing up the Ural Mountains , and
the "new" Appalachacians are really new - being
squeezed up along with the Caledonian mountain
systemofnorthwestemEuropeonly a hundred million
years or so previously as a giant area of land called
Laurasia, pushed up against Gondwana. The Laurasia
area of Pangaea, which will eventually break into
North America and Eurasia, forms the top half of the
"C", and we find ourselves near the west edge of this
area. There is no western United States land mass yet.
It will form in 150 to 185 million years as the North
American section, broken free again, drifts west
across Panthalassa picking up volcanic islands and
oceanic and continental crustal material, pushing up
the Rocky Mountains in the process. Pangaea is
slowly moving northward from the southern
hemisphere across the equator. Regions as far north a~
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55 N. latitude in the Holocene are now tropical. The
Laurasia area is mostly low in relief consisting of arid
plains, swamps, and sand-blown deserts. Vast areas
are subject to flooding.
Panthalassa is swarming with life (Miller,
1983), but the lowlands where we stand are practically
featureless. There is little vegetation, a sparse scrub of
club mosses and horsetails. Near rivers we may find
flat-headed amphibians known as Seymouria or
possibly a six-foot long Eryops. Early reptiles are
diverse and fairly common. These are cotylosaurs,
pelycosaurs, and possibly early turtles. The air
belongs to insects, the dragonfly dominating. Birds
will not show up for well over 50 million more years
(Kummel, 1970).
The shallow sea, only tens of feet deep outside
a few basins, is retreating westward, and is alive with
a variety of sponges and corals, brachiopods,
pelecypods, byrozoans, nautiloids and ammonoids,
crinoids, and possibly now-rare trilobites just ending
their reign on earth. Sharks and lampreys keep a wary
eye out for the monster of the sea, the 30-foot long
placoderm, Dinichthys.
As the sea retreats westward, current and
wave-built sandbars isolate large pools covering
hundreds of square miles. Evaporation is rapid in this
arid climate. Ocean water is added to the pools when
strong winds, storms, or exceptionally high tides lift
water over the sandbars, flooding large coastal areas
not normally reached by regular tides. These
supratidal areas, known as sabkhas, are areas of
evaporite precipitation between floodings. As time
passes the situation is further complicated by
alteration of sabkha and regular tidal-flat situations
(Smith, 1974). The Blaine Formation is a complex
sequence of sabkha facies and tidal-flat facies. The
gypsum beds represent the sabkha situations, while
red and gray shale (claystone) deposits with dolomite
and sandstone represent the tidal-flat facies. The stage
is set for Walkup Cave - 250 million years later.

SPELEOGENESIS
Walkup Cave's development follows W.H.
Russell's 3-stages for gypsum cave development
(Walsh and Graves, 1976). Some phreatic features are
observable; specifically in the ceiling at the Crevice
and Plunge Pool Room where a 90 angle passage and
anastomoses can be observed. Joint controlled vadose

development with meandering and floor slots,
however, dominate the cave. Scalloped walls and
ceilings indicate strong vadose development
throughout most of the cave's history.
Rain water seeped into joints in the gypsum
and dissolved small channels along these joints. The
early phreatic development was quickly stopped as the
channels were drained by topographic disection. The
vadose erosion began, forming lower meandering
passage with horizontal undercutting and floor slots.
Ancient scallops on the ceiling show that these early
passages were often filled completely with rushing
water. Signs of very early phreatic development may
have been removed by upward vadose cutting.
Seepage formed several domes in the cave and some
driphole features. Ceilings and walls in some areas are
highly sculptured. Laterals are present where small
joints intersect the trunk passage. They have been
enlarged vadosely, then partially filled with silt by
wash-in from the surface.

HYPOTHESIS
Once there were two caves. The passage
represented by the combination of Short Cave and
Boulder Passage began separately from the Main
Trunk Passage. The Main Trunk Passage slowly
enlarged as water-carried abrasives were swept along.
However, since the passage has a gradient usually less
then 2 , it filled with silt- to a depth of four feet in some
places. In the area of the Plunge Pool, softer rock,
maybe an inclusion of sandstone, collapsed rapidly as
the water ate downward. A waterfall formed,
accelerating downward erosion.
But in the Decision Room, water found a crack
where seepage, then flow, could be established to
Boulder-Short Cave. The Pirate Passage quickly
formed, pirating large volumes of water a\WY from
Walkup Cave into the Boulder-Short Cave. The
deep silt floor of Walkup Cave was cut ba r to the
bedrock which was then eroded some l\vo feet ow
the floor of the Main Trunk Passage at the juncture
the Pirate Passage as water ripped a1 ng this w
direction. At the connection with Boulder hart
Cave , this turbulent flow formed a largechm her
enlarged the downstream Boulder Passages '
the cave.
Finally, the chamber at the i'n~1~
collapsed, forming the Pirdte Pas~oe 'n ,.
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probably because of this collapse, water flow through
the Pirate Passage was slowed. The Pirate Passage
began to fill with silt.

MODERN WALKUP CAVE
Today, the Pirate Passage still takes the first
water into the cave, but fills rapidly as it is silted to
within eighteen inches of the ceiling in places, and is
further clogged with organic debris. As indicated by
water-borne debris on the walls in the Decision Room,
water becomes as much as five feet deep at the
entrance to the Pirate Passage and once again spills
down the old main trunk. What water goes through the
Pirate Passage is drained by the Boulder Passage into
a nearby canyon, but Short Cave catches little water
as a livestock pond dam has been built across the
canyon that once fed it
Vadose enlargement continues and decay of
the cave occurs through collapse. Only by the
dripholes is there any gypsum crust formed by the
evaporation of water carrying the dissolved sulfate
(Hill, 1973). Domes, perhaps started by phreatic
attack, have now expanded upward into shale and
enlarge by collapse following seepage from the
surface.
A small canyon feeds water into the Main
Entrance. This entrance is busily retreating through
sinkhole formation. Sinkhole formation is also
evident about Boulder Passage.
The Beehive
Entrance opens on a steep canyon wall and is
retreating through collapse of that wall. Despite
down-cutting from water erosion, the cave is growing
smaller.
How old is the cave? So far, no clues have
given an estimate, though obviously the age of the
cave is a mere flash compared to the age of its matrix.
Although Dalquest and Slaughter worked in several
Blaine Formation caves, no animal remains were
found other than species still living in the area (except
Bison bison, which has been absent only a short time).
Lundelius and Slaughter ( 1971) report that quarrying
operations in the area occassionally encounter sinkfills containing Pleistocene remains. Obviously
phreatic portions of the cave formed before the Pease
River drained the water table to a lower lever, but those
associated with this project believe that once cave age
evidence is found, we will be measuring that age in the
area of ten to fifth teen thousand years.
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BATS

Walkup

Cave

is a well-known
hibernaculum ofMyotis velifer, the little brown cave
bat. In the past the population has built up to severalthousand bats in the winter months. They become
relatively scarce in the summer (Blair, 1954;
Dalquest, 1953; Milstead and Tinkle, 1959). During
the 1950's wintertime Myotis populations seemed
about 1000 to 1500 bats (Dalquest, 1953; Tinkle and
Milstead, 1960). "Several-thousand" bats were
mentioned in 1960 (Tinkle and Milstead, 1960), and
3000 and 4000 in 1965 (Tinkle and Patterson). The
ratio of female to male bats seems to be about equal in
the fall, with the percentage of male bats decreasing
throughout the winter. This has been attributed to a
disproportionate immigration - emigration in the
sexes during the winter (Tinkle and Milstead, 1960). ·
A New England study showed that My otis move about
extensively from one cave to another during the
winter. It is thought that there is considerable
interchange of bats between Walkup Cave and
Panther Cave located two miles to the west
(Milstead and Tinkle, 1959; Tinkle and Milstead,
1960). Twente's work in 1955 in Oklahoma indicated
that many Myotis wintered in one cave and summered
in another nearby. Milstead and Tinkle suggest that
the seeming scarcity in the summer may be because
the bats' summer residences have not been found
(Milstead and Tinkle, 1959).
Packard and Mollhagen (1971) reported a
decline of bats from several thousand in 1960 to 27 in
1963 while considerable study was going on, than a
gradual increase to 500 bats by 1970. Unfortunately,
disturbance and killing of the bats by locals is
seriously increasing. We have found where the bats
have been slaughtered from their roosts with
shotguns, and recently (1983) we caught a group of a
dozen highschool students spraying the roosting bats
with gasoline and setting them on fire.
During this study, we have carefully avoided
entering the caves during the hibernating months, but
suspect, from spring and fall observations, that the
bats have been practically destroyed or driven out of
Walkup Cave . In February 1975, we entered a
multiple entrance cave only about a half-mile from
Walkup Cave and were astonished at the number of
Myotis hibernating there. We have not entered the
cave again. Hopefully the Myotis colony of several·
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thousand has just moved to nearby, lesser known
~aves and has not been destroyed, for they are
certainly of value to area farmers.

I would also like to extend a VERY, VERY
SPECIAL THANKS to the owners of Walkup Cave
for their support and patience!

ADDENDUM
Although Walkup Cave has been well
known by local residents for many, many years, it was
first mapped by James Reddell and William Russell in
1963. Walkup Cave is the first and original name
and is therefore the correct name, although other
names have been associated with it. Mr. Walkup, who
owned the general store in Lazare, Texas was the first
indiviual owner, but like many others, he was
devastated by the Great Depression and had to sell the
land to George Beasley (Thus, the cave has also been
called Lazare Cave, George's Cave, and Beasley's
Cave). Through industrious hard work, however, Mr.
Walkup recovered from the Depression and returned
to buy the property again. It is still in the hands of his
family today.
In March 1987, we again observed thousands
of bats roosting in Walkup Cave . This is most
encouraging as it indicates that overuse of agricultural
pesticides are not currently going on and that the batraids by a few local residents have diminished.
Walkup Cave is on private property.
Permission is required to visit it. The long-suffering
owners have had their fences destroyed, cattle loose,
erosion gulleys formed from vehicles, the pastures set
on fire ....you name it. The cave is highly vandalized
and garbage is constantly being left on the property
and in the cave. Once there was talk of dynamiting this
"attractive nuisance" out of existance.
In reporting the total length of the cave, we
added the measured length of all passage that could be
entered without emerging from underground. Thus
the length of Short Cave is not included. A short
walk under the sky (across the Pirate Passage
Sinkhole) is needed to go from Walkup Cave to
Short Cave.
Thanks to all the members of North Texas
Speleological Society and the Abilene Guano Grotto
who helped gather data as we followed the footsteps of
James Reddell and William Russell twenty years later.
It is hoped that the remapping of rapidly developing
~ aves (such as those in gypsum) over intervals of
about twenty years will provide insight into their
speleogenesis.
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THE TRANSIT-SURVEY MYTH
B"'Y BILL MIXON
While reading the report of the Bighorn
Caverns Project, which remapped that Montana cave
in 1985 and 1986, I was reminded of the mistaken
respect many cavers seem to have for transit surveys.
This is no doubt due to the deceptive accuracy
involved in reading angles to, say, the nearest halfminute of arc , which is commonly and easily done
with those instruments. (I believe "transit" surveys
are in fact usually done with theodolites, but I am not
sure just what the difference is between those two
instruments.) The fact is that a cave survey of any
substantial length will be more accurate when done
with conventional compass-and-tape methods than
with fancy surveying equipment.
To demonstrate that fact, I ran a simple
numerical experiment on a computer. I calculated the
acc umulated error in the survey of a random
horizontal cave with both instruments. The cave had
one thousand survey stations, with each true distance
selected randomly and uniformly in the range 10 to 50
feet and each true azimuth selected randomly and
uniformly in the range 0 to 270 degrees. Restricting
the range of azimuths makes the cave actually go
somewhere; qualitatively similar, but a bit less

dramatic, results are gotten if the angles are distributed
around the entire circle.
To each distance
measurement in the compass survey, I added a random
error between plus and minus 0.1 feet; to each distance
in the transit survey, I added a random error in the
range plus or minus 0.01 feet, assuming use of a real
surveyor's chain. To each compass reading 'I added a
random error between plus and minus 0.5 degrees; to
each transit angle I added a random error between plus
and minus 0.5 minutes, sixty times smaller than the
assumed compass error. The total survey error at each
hundredth station was calculated. I ran one hundred
such experiments and averaged the results . (Aren 't
computers nice?) The results are tabulated in Table 1.
The slight irregularity reflects the fact that
random walks are seldom "typical," that is, while their
average properties can be calculated, the spread is
quite large. More than one hundred trials would have
smoothed the curves more. The results, which are also
shown in the accompanying graphs, are nevertheless
clear and perhaps rather surprising. Despite ten times
better distance measurements and sixty times better
angle measurements, the transit does little better after
only a couple of hundred stations, and actually is
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Table 1
number of
stations
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000

average error in feet
compass transit
1.6
2.3
2.7
3.1
3.2
3.6
4.0
4.1
4.4
4.7

0.4
1.0
1.7
2.7
3.7
4.9
6.1
7.4
9.0
10.7

worse, by an accelerating margin, after five hundred.
What is going on?
The answer lies in the way angles are actually
obtained in the transit survey. After somehow
determining the direction from the first station to the
second (more on that later), the instrument is placed at
the second station and the difference in the directions
to the first and third stations is read, which allows
calculating the actual direction to the third station.
Then the difference in directions from the third station
to the second and fourth is read, from which is derived

-

...

.c:

the azimuth between the third and fourth, and so on.
An error in any direction measurement influences all
subsequent azimuth calculations, since every azimuth
is calculated as, essentially, the sum of all preceding
angle readings, whereas in a compass survey, the
azimuth errors, though larger, each affect only one leg
of the survey. It is the accumulation of azimuth errors
over many stations that accounts for the fact that
transit surveys become less accurate as they proceed,
whereas the random compass errors tend to cancel out
to some extent, so a compass survey becomes more
accurate, percentage-wise, the longer it gets.
Of course, my simulation doesn' treally reflect
the true accuracy of the typical cave survey. Compass
surveys more often quote errors, where closures are
available, of around 0.5 percent, not less than one tenth
of that. This is presumably due to blunders-reading
or recording errors, misunderstandings among party
members about stations locations, and the like-and
non-random errors that result from, for instance, using
uncalibrated compasses or stretched tapes. Also, I am
assuming that there is no station-position error, that is,
the instrument is always placed exactly at the point
just sighted to. In the case of compass surveys,
random station-position errors behave like compass or
distance errors; they tend to partially cancel. In a
Continued on page 85--Transit-Survey Myth
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NATURAL BRIDGE CAVERNS:
NOT JUST ANOTHER CAVE
by William H. Russell
In a recent article, "Cavern Development in
the New Braunfels Area, Central Texas" (Kastning,
1986), Ernst Kastning discusses the development of
Natural Bridge Caverns . Kastning attempts to
cover all aspects of cavern development, but his
review of geologic features does not give the reader a
clear understanding of the unique geologic nature of
the Natural Bridge Caverns area.
Kastning notes: "The caves exhibit
phenomena indicative of episodes of marine
deposition, tectonism, surficial downwasting,
fluctuations in groundwater levels and flow rates, and
speleothem deposition." This is fine, but the problem
is to sort out which factors actually make a distinctive
contribution to Natural Bridge Caverns.
Similarly, Kastning discusses the distribution of caves
in the area, but again misses the unusual aspects of
Natural Bridge Caverns.
Instead, he provides a
list of "several large caves in this area," and includes
10 caves (11 if the Brehmer Caves count as two),
some of which are hardly "large." But the implication
is that other similar large caves occur around Natural
Bridge Caverns.
In fact, the Natural Bridge
Caverns area is unique in Texas. This area contains
caves of very large cross-section, located where the
Glen Rose and Edwards Limestones act as one
hydrologic unit [Fig. 1].
Kastning mentioned that "Geologic studies
undertaken in recent years in the Natural Bridge
Cavern System have focused on the influence of
lithology and structure on the development of the
cave." Despite these "studies" (and Kastning
references five of his own), he merely notes the
presence of passages in the Walnut Formation.
Similarly, he comments that in Bracken Bat Cave;
"Stratigraphically the main passage is in the Walnut
Formation ... " and about Double Decker Cave (2.5
miles from Natural Bridge Caverns): "The pit at the
entrance is in the Kainer Formation, the upper level
has developed primarily in theW alnut Formation, and

the lower level is wholly within the Glen Rose
Formation. "He does not explicitly note the really
surprising thing: that there ID:SL~arge caves in the
Walnut Formation.
Cavers more familiar with Texas geology
have realized for several years that the nature of the
Walnut Formation was the key to the development of
impressive caves such as Natural Bridge
Caverns. At present, the downfaulted block just
south of Natural Bridge Caverns
is a major
groundwater conduit (McClay and Small, 1986). In
the geologic past when water levels were higher, the
limestones on the upstream side of the fault also
participated in the groundwater flow. This area was
especially effective in the transport of water, since the
Walnut Formation, normally an impermeable barrier,
is caverniferous and thus forms a hydrologic link
between the Edwards and Glen Rose.
In 1975, the Balcones Grotto began its
"Stratigraphy Project" to delineate the boundaries of
the cave-forming Walnut Formation. Geologic
investigations along the outcrop indicated that caves
in the Walnut were confined to a small area near the
town of Bracken, containing Natural Bridge
Caverns and Bracken Bat Cave.
A detailed
geologic section along BearCreek, ten miles northeast
of Natural Bridge Caverns , found the Walnut
Formation to consist of 40 feet of marl and marley
limestone, weathering to a soft clay. The Walnut
Formation contained no caves or even solution
features. Springs issue along the base of the Edwards
at the Walnut contact The Bear Creek section
included Rom pel Ranch Cave [Fig. 2], developed
in the Lower Edwards, with a flat clay floor and no
evidence of connection to the lower levels. The cave
does not appear to have been a major hydrologic
conduit. Nearby, Bear Creek Bat Cave [Fig. 3] is
developed in the Upper Glen Rose, below theWalnut.
This cave is a groundwater conduit with an average
cross section of about 100 ff, much smaller than the
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Fig. 1 Balcones Escarpment and the San Marcos Arch
The San Marcos Arch, more properly the San Marcos Platform, is a broad feature extending from
San Antonio to just south of Austin. Up to 100 feet of Edwards Limestone were removed by
solution from the San Marcos Arch before the overlying formations were deposited. The effect
of this solu tional erosion on the insoluable Walnut Formation was minimal, and even less on the
underlying Glen Rose Limestone.
main passages in the Natural Bridge Caverns
Kastning believes: "Development of large
passages in the Glen Rose and Walnut Formations
area. Bear Creek Bat Cave carried only locallyderived water and formed early in the development of may be attributed to enhancement of porosity
following Early Cretaceous deposition, when the San
the Bear Creek Valley. This conduit predates the most
Marcos Arch was elevated.... " Kastning here fails to
recent local downcutting. The cave ends where the
realize what actually controlled the development of
passsage is intersected by a small surface ravine.
large passages in the Natural Bridge Caverns
Cavers visited the far side of the ravine and found a
area.
The San Marcos Arch hypothesis would predict
collapsed cave entrance. Digging should enable
caves similar toN atural Bridge Caverns throughout an
cavers to enter a continuation of the conduit. This cave
area extending from just south of Austin into the New
is typical of groundwater conduits in the Glen Rose
Braunfels area.
But this is not the observed
without a hydrologic connection to the Edwards
distribution. No caves are known from the Walnut
Limestone.
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Continued from page 82--Transit-Survey Myth

north of the Natural Bridge Caverns area, and the
generally small and scattered caves in the Upper Glen
Rose Formation are very different from those in the
Bracken Area. Large passages in theW alnut and Glen
Rose are related to the clay content of the Walnut
Formation, and not to the San Marcos Arch, a large
regional feature. The effective area of Edwards-Glen
Rose integration is a small area around Bracken. In
this area, impressive caves have formed as
groundwater formed large conduits along major flow
points, aided by special lithographic conditions.
Cavers should pay special attention to this
area. So should geologists

transit survey, station-position errors contribute an
extra component to the angle errors, which
accumulate. Whether transit surveys come closer to
even their theoretical accuracy is doubtful. I find it
hard to believe that station-location errors of under
one-hundredth of a foot are attained under cave
conditions, for instance, and of course a single angle
blunder has drastic consequences.
Since any direction error in a transit survey
affects every subsequent shot, the direction of thefirstt
shot is very important. In a compass survey, the first
shot is just another shot. But if a compass is used to
give direction of the first shot in a transit survey, then
the absolute positions of distant points in the survey
will be seriously affected. For instance, a quarterdegree error in the first direction would alone result in
an irror of23 feet in the position of a point a mile away.
This will not affect closures within the cave, of course,
which can be good, in that promising locations for
connections and such will not be spoiled, and can be
bad, in that a false impression of overall accuracy will
be obtained from in-cave closures. I wonder how
many transit surveyors actually make sure their first
angle is as good as all the others, which would require
a carefully-timed sighting on the North Star.
I doubt if very many cave surveyors have
seriously considered making a transit survey five
hundred stations long. They needn't feel quilty about
their laziness.
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NSS FELLOWS NOMINATIONS WANTED
The designation Fellow oft he NSS
is granted by the NSS Board of Governors to a number of members
each year for their contributions over the years to the goals of the NSS through exploration, cave conservation,
cave study, or administrative support of the NSS or its grottos or other organizations. Once an NSS member
becomes a Fellow, he remains one as long as he is a member. (New Fellows must have been NSS members for
at least the previous two years.) The bylaws limit the number of Fellows to 10 percent of the membership. At
present, there are just over 300 fellows. According to the latestNSS membership list, the following Texas cavers
are Fellows of the NSS.
Jack Burch
Gill Ediger
Bill Elliott
T.R. Evans
Andy Flurkey
Russ Harmon

Jim Jasek
Jay Jorden
Pat Kambesis
Orion Knox
Joe Lawrence, Jr.
Pete Lindsley

Glen Merrill
Bill Mixon
Terry Raines
Bill Russell
A. Richard Smith
Peter Sprouse

Bill Steele
Mark Stock
Pete Strickland
Merlin Tuttle
Mike Walsh

I'm sure there are other NSS members in Texas whose recent efforts have put them into the same class,
or perhaps even some old-timers who have been overlooked. I can think of several, but since I handle paperwork
involved in selecting Fellows, including tallying the votes of the Awards Committee, I don't feel I should
nominate any of them myself. So it's up to you. If you know of a suitable candidate, write a page or so about
what he has done for caves and caving, and encourgae somebody else to do so also. Send the nominations to
me at Route 6, Box 62-C, Austin, Texas 78737. The deadline for awards to be made summer is November 15.
(There is a lot of paperwork to do, and the board actually approves the new Fellows at its Spring meeting.) Even
if you can't make that deadline, send me your nomination anyway, before you forget, and I'll hold it for the
following year.
Bill Mixon
NSS Awards Committee

AQUIFER PROTECTION ASSOCIATION
The Aquifer Protection Association (AP A) has reactivated and reorganized. New officers are Dr. George
Barnwell, President; Phillip Ross, Vice-President; Rowena Rodgers, Secretary; Janet Heydenreich, Treasurer.
Formed by Fay Sinkin and a group of concerned citizens, the AP A initiated a petition drive in 1975 to
block construction of a shopping mall over the recharge zone. The successful petition drive forced a referendum
in which the proposed mall was defeated by a huge margin (44,541 to 12,407). In the aftermath of the
referendum, the ensuing Metcalf and Eddy study, and a court battle, aquifer protection guidelines were
established. But these ~uidelines aren't bein~ followed.
The AP A is conducting a membership drive. Politicians only listen to money and votes. The developers
have the money, but we have the votes. We need members to prove it;. Individuals can join for $10, families
for $12. Members get their choice of a "Keep Our Water Pure" bumper sticker or button. OON'T LET SAN
ANTONIO MAKE THE SAME MISTAKES THAT OTHER CITIES WITH POLLUTED AQUIFERS HAVE
MADE. JOIN THE AP A AND HELP KEEP OUR WATER PURE!
To join the Aquifer Protection Association, write to the address below or call512-646-2191
Aquifer Protection Association
P.O. Box 680114
San Antonio, Texas 78268
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Austin Cave Management Updates
William Russell
**Negotiations on District Park Cave, located in the Dick Nichols District Park in southwest Austin,
were successfully completed with the Dick Nichols District Park Committee. The cave will be left undisturbed.
ATSS report on the cave is being prepared. In addition to the usual physical data on the cave, the report will
include cave management information and a suggestion that the cave be utilized by the Austin Natural Science
Center in its nature program.
**The massive steel gate placed on Whirlpool Cave after the oil spill has been left on the cave this
summer during negotiations to have the cave included in the MOPAC right-of-way. This was done because it
would be undesirable to have an incident in Whirlpool Cave as ROW acquisition is in progress. The City of
Austin originally intended to purchase the MOP AC ROW and had agreed to extend the ROW 100 feet
downstream to include Whirlpool Cave. But several large landowners did not trust the City of Austin to build
the extension expeditiously, and so offered to donate ROW and engineering if a separate corporation were
fom1ed to axquire the remaining ROW and start construction. This was done, but the corporation could not be
talked into including Whirlpool Cave. The cave is in a drainage easement and will probably end up in a
"greenbelt" when the surrounding area is developed.
**There are many crises in urban cave management, but not all are equally serious. Bill Mixon referred
a troubled construction supervisor to me. He was in charge of the new US 183/MOPAC interchange, and was
told by the manager of a nearby Holiday Inn that he could do no blasting. The motel manager had heard of a
large cave beneath the motel that began nearSteck Avenue. He knew the cave existed: when a hole was dug
on motel grounds, water came from it. It was not quite clear how this indicated a large cave, but the manager
was sure that if there were blasting, his motel would crumble into the void below. I was able to assure the
construction supervisor that the Steck A venue cave (Dead Dog II) did not extend north of Steck A venue, and
that, since the caves in the area were located immediately adjacent to the Mt. Bonnell Fault, he could drill a few
test holes near the motel to assure the manager that blasting was safe. So far, the motel still stands.

Archeological Testing in Fawcett's Cave
David G. Robinson
Texas Archeological Survey
On August 8, 1987, Texas Archeological Survey, The University of Texas at Austin, conducted a brief
archeological investigation of Fawcett's Cave in conjunction with the visit by the UT Grotto of the NSS. The
purpose of the study was to determine if the cave had been used aboriginally as a shaft tomb, a burial practice
documented for Seminole Sinkhole and other shaft entrance caves in southwest Texas. The entrance of
Fawcett's Cave meets, with little difficulty, the requirement for a near-vertical shaft entrance, and it was thought
a worthy project to dig a test pit below the shaft opening on the entrance cone and breakdown material to see
if human skeletal material or artifacts might remain there. Accordingly, a test pit measuring one meter by two
meters was positioned and dug to a depth of about 30 centimeters on the high side of the slope, to a somewhat
shallower depth on the lower end. Rocks were tossed and fine-grained material was screened through a quarterinch mesh screen. One five-inch long section of a mammal long bone was found in the excavations. Experts
believe the section belongs to a deer or other mammal whose remains washed into the cave or decomposed in
place after the animal fell through the entrance. Given the small area and volume of the entrance cone actually
tested, the question of Fawcett's Cave's use as a burial cave must remain unanswered at this time. Further
systematic excavation in the cave is warranted.
Cavers who find possible human bones or artifacts on the entrance cones of vertical and near-vertical
entrance caves are requested to notify Texas Archeological Survey, 10100 Burnet Rd., Austin, Texas 78758
(512-471-5980). This information would be very helpful in determining the geographic extent of the prehistoric
people's use of caves as burial chambers in Texas.
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REP RTS

I
Destination: Carlsbad Area, New Mexico
Date: 10-13 March 1987
Personnel: Dawn Burow, David Bounds, Steve
Hill
Reported by: Dawn Burow
We left Waco at 4:15am on Tuesday, March
10 and got to Carlsbad at noon (11arn their time). We
set up camp in the rain, got our permits, and found that
eating and playing cards at a local restaurant was a
good way to stay dry.
Wednesday brought clear, blue skies. We had
breakfast and then headed out to find Corkscrew, so
we picked our own path up the mountain and tried not
to get stuck by the millions of cactus and thorn bushes
growing there. We spent a great deal of time and
energy looking for the cave and never found it. Later
we learned that the may they had given us was wrong.
After giving up on Corkscrew, we worked out
way down the mountain to the river bed and followed
the cairns to Christmas Tree Cave. The entrance
requires a handline. Steve was the first to go down and
saw a ring tail cat when he got in, but by the time David
and I got down it had disappeared.
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The entrance room is decorated with various
formations. A passage walled with columns leads to
another room with a climb down. This in tum leads to
another room with more decorations. A short crawl
ends in a small room. We climbed out at dusk and
walked back to the car by moonlight.
Thursday we stopped in and talked to a ranger
who gave us better directions to Corkscrew. We hiked
all the way up to Corkscrew only to find the entrance
a little more then we were willing to tackle with our
limited experience in chimneying. We've been told
the entrance is about 40 ft. of chimney. On the way
back down the mountain, David met up with a very
large rattlesnake. We found another way to go. When
we got to the river bed, we started for Goat Cave.
Goat Cave is a big hole with a lot of ash in it
There are three rather impressive stalagmites in a
room off to the right and a few other formations in
various places. We found the goat bones in the back
that gave the cave it's name.
Friday we went to Park's Ranch Cave. We
entered one of the larger opening in the main fenced·
in area and walked, chimneyed, and climbed our way
around water until we carne to a place where we either
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bad to get wet or tum around. We plunged on ahead
and checked out all the side pasages we could fit into.
Most ended in sumps. On the way out we tried a
passage we'd skipped on the way in. It led to the
surface and we came out a different fenced-in area
than we' d gone in. We explored a few more caves and
then started back for Waco.

Destination: Fawcett's Cave, Val Verde Co., Texas
Date: 14-16 August 1987
Personnel: William Elliott, Cynthia Grant, Erika
Heinen, Dale Pate, Mack Pitchford
Reported by: Dale Pate
We rendevoused at Erika' s house on Friday
afternoon and driving in two vehicles we started the
long trek to Val Verde County. Bill Elliott had been
invi ted to come out to theca ve by the owners and some
archeologists that had been documenting Indian sites
onthe large ranch that Fawcett's Cave is found on. We
ani ved at the ranch house after midnight and were
greeted by the ranch manager, Gamer Fuller. The
following morning we were awoken to the smells of
breakfas t and found that a cook had been provided for
us and the archeologists. The three archeologist,
Solveig Turpin, Dave Robinson, and Herb Eling, were
from the Texas Archeological Survey. First on the
agenda was to find the cave. It' s entrance is quite
small , 1-meter by 1-meter, and after stumbling around
in the wrong arroyo for a short while, it was finally
located. The entrance drops 2 meters to a fissure that
continues downward into a room with a debris pile. It
is possible to climb down this fissure at the far enr:l of
the fiss ure. All theca vers along with Dave and AI varo
Arreola, the cook's ten-year old son made their way to
the bottom while Mr. Fuller, Salve, and Herb went off
to examine more archeology sites. Fawcett's Cave is
alarge cave with approximately 1000 meters of large
walking passage. It is also a bat cave with a large
colony of Myotis velifer occupying a large room and
several others locations in the cave also. Bill and
Cynthia were cataloging the cave for Bat
Conservation International while the rest of us
explored and collected invertebrates. Dave stayed
busy digging in the debris slope at the entrance
looking for signs that the cave had been used as a pitburial site. After a couple of hours, we were joined in
the cave by the archeologists and Mr. Fuller. As the

day wore on, most everyone exited the cave and
headed to Lorna Alta for ice, while Bill, Cynthia, and
myself stayed at the cave and returned to the ranch
house near dusk. A fine meal of chicken and squash
had been prepared for us. A mass picture-taking
session of the full moon rising delayed supper, but not
for long.
The following day Bill, Dave, and Mack
returned to the cave, while Cynthia, Erika, and I hiked
on a ridgetop looking for a pit that had been reported
by one of the owners. Though we found several small
sinks, no pit was located. Noon-time found us back at
the ranch house for one last meal before heading home
for Austin. The cavers had been invited out to help the
archeologists into the cave and to also help the owners
determine what they actually have. The cave is
considered to be closed.

Erika Heinen stands amid the formations of one of the more decorated
passages in the cave. (photo by William Elliott)
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I Grotto News I
Permian Basin Grotto
Reported by Patricia Kambesis
Contrary to what anyone says, PBSS is alive
and kicking in West Texas. There are several trips a
month from the Permain Basin to the Guadalupe
Mountains where grotto members are involved with
serious recreational caving, leading novice trips,
surveying projects and cave restoration trips. In
addition, some manage to head south of the border a
couple of times a year for ethnic borehole caving.
Serious recreational trips included a visit to the
Wine Cellar in Madonna Cave (November 1986), a
jaunt to the Cavernaclein Virgin Cave (along with
a contingent of Colorado cavers ) in early April, a
recon and tourista trip to the Temple of the Firey Cave
God and what ever else we managed to stumble onto
in Three Fingers in May. We also managed to
finagle a spur-of-the-moment trip to Ogle Cave over
Memorial Day Weekend.
Several new members have joined the Grotto
and in recent months Suzy Noldan has run vertical
practice trips to the Davis Mountains. Subsequent
novice trips have gone to New and Christmas Tree
Caves in Slaughter Canyon, Parks Ranch Caves
on the gypsum plain and Mudgetts, Big, and Little
Man Hole Caves on BLM land.
Grotto members have been involved in
helping the Forest Service with their Lincoln National
Forest Cave Restoration Project. This project entails
closing a cave for a period of time in order to clean-up
graffitti and to remove mud and scuff marks from
formations and walls produced from general caver
traffic. Trails are being established in well traveled
areas in order to minimize impact on these caves.
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Cottonwood and Hell Below
are currently
undergoing restoratin.
We have been working on several differem
mapping projects in the Guads: for the Park Service in
Carlsbad Caverns National Park (Chimney Cave,
Lechuguilla Cave ); remapped the front part of
Cottonwood Cave for the Forest Service (the main
corridor will be self-guided tours with map provided);
resurveyed Little Manhole Cave for the BLM.
As for south fo the border escapades over
Christmas, Terry Bolger, Bill Greenlee, and caver~
from Mesilla Valley Grotto went on a reconnaissance
trip to the Xilitla area. The trip was to familarize
cavers with the area and to look for new caves. Pat
Kambesis and Jerry Atkinson along with cavers from
California and Texas traveled to the Purificacion area
to do some clean-up mapping and photo work in
Sistema Purificacion and to continue surveying in
Cueva del Borego.
In March of this year Jerry Atkinson and Mark
Minton from UT Grotto organized a trip to the El Abra
to pursue a pit lead that they had chopped to the
previous year. Terry Bolger accompanied Atkinson
on this trip to the jungles of Mexico where, along witn
cavers from Austin, they explored and surveyed
approximately 1 kilometer of cave in Sotano de
Guacamayos to a depth of about 150 meters.
Summer caving plans include a grotto trip to
the Pinks and Virgin Cave , some ridgewalking,
continued participation in the Forest Service
Restoration project and possibly the resumption of
mapping in Three Fingers Cave.
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Texas Grottos
Abilene Area Grotto

Aggie Speleological Society

c/o Winston Whitt
P.O. Box 886
Buffalo Gap, Tx. 79508
David Feemster
H915-67 6-7302
W915-692-4053
Winston Whitt
H915-572-3409

MSC Student Finance Ctr.
Box 5688
College Station, Tx. 77844
David Locklear
H409-696-2247
Jim Mueller
H409-693-1892
2nd & 4th Wed, 8:30PM
Texas A&M Activity Ctr.

Bexar Grotto
c/o Linda Palit
4019 Ramsgate
San Antonio, Tx. 78230
Linda Palit
H512-699-1388
Allan Cobb
H512-366-3929
4th Mon. 7:30PM
SA Savings

Dallas-Ft. Worth Grotto

Galveston Grotto

Greater Houston Grotto

c/o Jay Jorden
1518 Devon Circle
Dallas, Tx. 75217
Jay Jorden
H214-398-9272
W214-742-3447
Bob Glennon
H214-596-5423
W214-996-5263
4th Wed., 7:30PM

c/o Dave McAdoo
62 LeBrun Ct.
Galveston, Tx. 77551
Dave McAdoo
H409-7 44-5486
W409-761-2939
Michael Hughes
H409-925-4405
W409-761-2939

c/o James McLane
9318 Willow Meadow
Houston, Tx. 77031
James McLane
H713-77 4-6339
W713-486-1392
Carol Carlson
H713-449-4842
W713-694-7 819
3rd Tues. 7:00PM
YWCA Heights Br.

Lubbock Area Grotto

The Maverick Grotto

Permian Basin Spel. Society

506 AvenueG
Lubbock, Tx 79401
Noble Stidham
H806-763-1464
W806-7 63-8606
Edward Hudgeons
H806-745-6375
W806-765-5737
1st Mon. 7:00PM

P.O. Box 170274
Arlington, Tx. 76003
Butch Fralia
H817-346-2039
Corky Corcoran
H214-578-1474
2nd Tues. 7:00 PM
Smokey's Ribs

c/o Tony Grieco
4723 W. Illinois Ave.
Midland, Tx. 79703
H915-697 -0323
W915-685-5 807
Bill Greenlee
H915-523-3650
W915-523-3650
2nd Thurs

San Antonio Grotto

Univ. of Texas Grotto

Hill Country Cavers

c/o Randy Waters
115 N.W. Loop 410, #17-A
San Antonio, Tx. 78216
H512-377-3948
W512-522-3808

Jim Bowden
1306 Colorado
Austin, Tx. 78701
H512-441-3708
W512-472-8231
Erika Heinen
H512-452-5184

c/o George Love
Rt. 1, Box 165
Maxwell, Texas 78756
H512-357-6770
W512-392-6641
2nd & 4th Wed., 7:30PM
Pepper's, San Marcos
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